Thank you for choosing Mr Blinds aluminium venetian blinds to
be a part of your home.
These instructions will show you how to install your aluminium
venetian blind.

Fitting Your Blind
 Hold the blind from underneath the bottom rail, tilt the top of
the head rail of the blind away from you so that the blind is
held at an angle then hook the front lip of the head rail over all
the brackets.
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Before you begin your installation:
 Read these instructions fully.
 Make sure that you have all tools and hardware needed for
installation.
 Ensure you have matched each blind with the correct window.

Figure 1: Inside Fit Bracket

 Leave the blind pulled-up completely for ease of installation.
Tools & equipment you may need are:
 Phillips head screwdriver
 Screws (provided)
 Pencil
 Ladder

Fitting the Brackets – Inside Fit Only
 Mark the position of the first two brackets on the underside of
the top of the window reveal at 180mm from each end.
 Mark the position for the rest of the brackets provided, evenly
across the rest of the window reveal. Hold the blind in
position checking that the marked bracket positions are
between the ladder strings so that the brackets will not
interfere with the workings of the blind.

 Clip the blind onto the brackets by pushing the head rail
towards the window whilst at the same time rotating the rear
of the head rail upwards until it locks into place on the
brackets - a second person may be needed to help with larger
blinds (see Figure 3).
 Check that the blind is attached to all the brackets.

Fitting the Brackets – Outside Fit Only
 Mark the position of the first two brackets on the outside face
of the window frame at 180mm from each end of where the
blind will sit when fitted.
 Mark the position for the rest of the brackets provided, evenly
across the rest of the outside of the window frame. Hold the
blind in position checking that the marked bracket positions
are between the ladder strings so that the brackets will not
interfere with the workings of the blind.
 Screw the brackets in place by placing a single screw through
each bracket into the outside face of the window frame
making sure that the brackets are all set at the same level (see
Figure 2).
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Figure 3: Tilting Blind for Fitting
Check the Blind Operation
 Now that the blind is installed lower the blind and check that it
tilts smoothly

Removing Your Blind

 Screw the brackets in place by placing a single screw through
each bracket into the window reveal at the pencil markings
(see Figure 1).

To remove the blind, pull the blind up fully then working from
the middle of the blind carry out the following steps:

 Ensure that all brackets are lined up straight along window
reveal.

 Whilst holding the head rail in that position tilt the back of the
head rail down so that the lower part of the blind tilts towards
you (rotate the blind in the opposite direction to Figure 3).

 At each bracket push the head rail towards the window.

Figure 2: Outside Fit Bracket

 As each bracket unclips move to the next bracket leaving the
two outer brackets until the end
 Once all brackets have been unclipped lift the front of the
head rail off the brackets.
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